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Monforte is a spatial partition element that produces a flexible composition of the different areas of work. This
mobile and articulated wall can be freely arranged, composing different types of spaces: meeting rooms, lounges,
waiting areas, training areas which can be easily reorganised according to the changing needs of the activities.
This element guarantees privacy without isolation and is soundproof, a perfect quality to make open spaces more
pleasant, intimate and relaxing. The patented structure is made up of a series of tubular elements upholstered in
fabric independent and connected to each other by a modular chain. Stability is guaranteed by a foot inserted at
the end of the tubular elements when needed.

DIMENSIONS
- Tubes: Ø 104 mm - 4’’
- Standard freestanding version: H. 1900 mm - 75’’
- Medium freestanding version: H. 1600 mm - 63’’
- Low freestanding version: H. 1200 mm - 47’’
- Ceiling version: H. 2900 mm - 114’’
Anchored to the floor and ceiling for a maximum of H. 3000 mm - 118’’
Foot for freestanding
version

Ceiling version anchored with
metal cylinder

Ceiling version anchored with
Ultralight

*Other measures available on request and project. An even number of tubes is mandatory. The freestanding versions have feet to guarantee
stability. The number of feet and the need for fixing to the floor depends according to the number of tubes and the configuration and is analysed
each time by the technical office.

FINISHES
chain and feet:

fabric tubes*:

- White
- Anthracite

- Kvadrat: Hero, Divina 3
- Gabriel: Soul

*Other fabrics to be tested and subjected to IOC’s technical approval

CERTIFICATIONS
Chain: UL 49 – classe V0
Velveteen (available on request): BS 5852 part I: schedule 5 part III or TECHNICAL BULLETIN 117-2013: section 4
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